ABOVE GROUND
POOLS

WHY CHOOSE
BOLDT POOLS & SPAS?
OUR MISSION & HISTORY
Boldt Pools & Spas recognizes the importance of rest and rejuvenation in
the midst of busy, fast-paced living. We strive to provide the highest level
of customer service, materials, products and workmanship, enabling you
to relax and enjoy your backyard. We greatly value our customers and
gain their confidence by being fair and honest. Living up to our reputation
is our highest priority, along with the continued pursuit of excellence.
1975 Boldt Pools Ltd. is established
by brothers Peter & John Boldt as a
compliment to John’s house construction
business, John Boldt Construction.
1978 The retail store moves from a
6’ x 6’ cubicle in Peter and Fern’s
garage to an even larger garage at
their new home across the street.
1981 The retail store outgrows the
garage at the new home and moves
into a small building at 341 Lake St.
1982 Peter spends the off-season
building a 2,400 sq. ft. retail store at
19 Secord Dr. to house the expanding
business.

1997 Boldt Pools builds their 1000th
inground pool at the home of a second
generation Boldt pool owner.
2001 Boldt Pools opens a beautiful
new spa showroom at 20 Nihan Dr.
2002 5,000 customers served!
2003 Our 1500th inground pool is built!
2005 We celebrate 30 years of business.
Peter Boldt receives a lifetime
achievement award from the National
Pool and Spa Council of Canada.
2006 7,000 sq. ft. expansion begins
2010 Boldt celebrates its 35th year in
business and installs its 2000th pool!

1990 After outgrowing its facilities,
the retail store moves to a 5,000 sq. ft.
building at 23 Secord Dr.

2012 Boldt adds a 6000 sq. ft.
showroom expansion to introduce patio
furniture to their leisure lineup!

1992 Boldt Pool Construction Ltd. is
established by Peter Boldt and his
youngest son, Ted Boldt, who grew
up with the business.

2015 Boldt celebrates their 40th year in
business!

Thanks for considering us!

Your Boldt Pools & Spas Staff
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SENTINEL

REFLEXION
MADE IN CANADA

BEADED OUTLOOK
LINER

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’
15’

RUGGED 2-PC
RAIL CAP

OVAL
18’x 33’
15’x 30’

15’x 26’
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MADE IN CANADA

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

RADIAL RESIN
9” TOP RAIL

RESIN 7 3/4” WIDE
VERTICAL POST

The Reflexion Above Ground swimming pool is one
of our most popular pools because of its durability,
strength, and design. The latest injection moulding
techniques ensure the resin used for the top rails and
wall posts are able to withstand our harsh Canadian
winters and continual exposure to sun with ease.
The 9” top rails and 7 ¾” wide wall posts provide a
distinguished look that pairs perfectly with the
Exclusive 54” Signature Wall pattern design.
For easy installation and maintenance, the Reflexion
top caps are crafted from two rugged materials that
combine to make a durable piece of equipment that is
built to last and look great.

54” HEIGHT
SIGNATURE WALL

GREYSTONE RIVER
TILE LINER

We purchased an above ground salt water pool

Pleasant experience, Brady was fantastic. He

for our new home. Being first time pool owners

helped us choose the right pool for our family

we were very unsure of what was involved.

and budget. Our installation co-ordinator Erica

Carl helped us through the entire process and

was amazing. She walked us through the entire

answered my many emails. The installation

process and made sure we were satisfied.

process was more than I had anticipated but it
all went smoothly...I would totally recommend

The crew was efficient and polite, they made

this store. Customer service was top notch...the

sure to answer every little question we had.

pool is up and running, and Carl is still helping me

Overall GREAT experience! Definitely worth the

through maintaining proper levels!

investment, years of Pool Fun is in our future!

TRACY BARNES

MAE CERROS

RESIN 2-PC
RAIL CAP

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

RADIAL RESIN
9” TOP RAIL

The Aqua Leader Sentinel is a modern Above Ground
swimming pool that combines strength and durability
with a contemporary design. With precision-molded
connections that fit together perfectly every time,
this pool provides long-term benefits you’re sure to
appreciate year after year.
The reliability and structure of the Sentinel’s design
eliminate the use of angular joints, which produces
ultra-strong rails and a stunning continuous curve.
This unmatched combination of structural integrity
and a clean, contemporary design provides reliable
fun for the whole family year after year.

54” HEIGHT
STELLA WALL

RESIN 7” WIDE
VERTICAL POST

ROUND
30’

27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

OVAL
18’x 33’

15’x 30’

15’x 26’

12’x 24’
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TRINITY
MADE IN CANADA

RESIN 2-PC
RAIL CAP

BEADED MYSTERY
GOLD LINER

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

12’

OVAL
19’x 33’
16’x 26’

13’x 20’
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PHANTOM

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

RADIAL RESIN
6” TOP RAIL

RESIN 7 1/2” WIDE
VERTICAL POST

The Aqua Leader Trinity Above Ground swimming pool
was designed with three key ingredients in mind –
durability, low maintenance, and family fun! The 6” resin
top rails and 71/2” wall posts were created using a state of
the art injection moulding process for superior strength
and preservation over time that also makes these pieces
salt-water friendly.
The top rails feature unique channels that work to
capture water making your rails less slippery when
entering and exiting the pool. The 54” wall is the tallest
we offer making it the perfect option for families with
kids from young to old and swimmers from beginner
to professional.

MADE IN CANADA

54” HEIGHT
TRINITY WALL

BLUE SLATE
STREAMSTONE
LINER

RUGGED 2-PC
RAIL CAP

Last year we purchased an above ground pool.

Just want to thank Dan for his patience. He was

We were new to the pool scene and were full of

very helpful and knew what he was talking about.

questions which we put to Mark Mawson. Mark

We wanted our above ground pool installed

is extremely knowledgeable and easy to deal

for my daughter’s birthday in August. Dan told

with. This put us at ease while in the process of

us not to worry and he was right. Matt and his

purchasing a pool...It doesn’t matter who we

crew installed our pool one week before my

deal with they are very professional and always

daughters birthday. The crew was amazing, very

willing to help. I would highly recommend them

professional. My family can’t wait for next

for the great service they provide.

summer to enjoy the pool again. Thanks again!

TIM LAINE

CLAUDIO LANZILLOTTA

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

RADIAL RESIN
6” TOP RAIL

RESIN 7 1/2” WIDE
VERTICAL POST

The Aqua Leader Phantom Above Ground is packed
with loads of incredible features including 71/2” resin
wall posts, 52” pool wall, a Blue Slate Streamstone Liner,
and 6” resin top rails that make the perfect combination
of durability and design.
With sizes from 27’ round – 12’ round, and oval sizes
from 19’ x 33’ - 13’ x 20’, you’ll be able to find the perfect
fit for your backyard and your family’s needs. Imagine
after a long day at the office, coming home to find your
family laughing and playing in your new pool, calling for
you to join them because they all know, once you hop in
the real fun begins!

52” HEIGHT
VISION WALL

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

12’

OVAL
19’x 33’
16’x 26’

13’x 20’
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REGENCY
MADE IN CANADA

BEADED
MOUNTAIN TOP/
TAN MOSAIC
LINER

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

DESIGNER RESIN
RAIL CAP

OVAL
18’x 33’

15’x 30’

15’x 26’

12’x 23’

12’
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NEPTUNE

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY | DESIGN EXCLUSIVE

LINEAR RESIN
7” TOP RAIL

STEEL 6” WIDE
VERTICAL POST

The Vogue Regency Above Ground swimming pool was
introduced in 2015 and quickly became a customer
favourite. This unique design features top of the line
engineering that makes the Regency incredibly durable,
and the perfect match for our Canadian winters. The
7” resin top rails provide stability and style. A 6” steel wall
posts provide superior strength, while the 52” Exclusive
Breeze Wall provides style and sophistication with a
one-of-a-kind pattern.
The two tone designer resin top caps blend beautifully
with the Mountain Top/Tan Mosaic tile liner to complete
your very own backyard sanctuary.

MADE IN CANADA

52” HEIGHT
BREEZE WALL

GREYSTONE RIVER
TILE LINER

SLEEK RESIN
RAIL CAP

We had an above ground pool installed this

I recently purchased an above ground pool and

summer and we love it!

my experience was fantastic. My sales person was
Carl Hayes and I have to say he goes above and

Mark was a pleasure to deal with, any concerns

beyond for his customers. Carl is very friendly

we had were dealt with promptly. We would

and helpful, he made sure I was happy with

definitely recommend your store to any of our

everything. I highly recommend your store and

friends and family!

be sure to ask for Carl!

LISA KAULK

KIM POWELL

| BUTTRESS FREE

LINEAR STEEL
7 ” TOP RAIL

52” HEIGHT
FALLSTONE
WALL

STEEL 7” WIDE
VERTICAL POST

The Atlantic Neptune Above Ground swimming pool is
an incredible option if you’re looking for something that
will last. The 7″ steel top rails and 7″ steel uprights were
built using corrugated steel to provide the strength and
resilience and Texture-Kote finish has been placed on all
the uprights and rails to provide ‘all weather’ protection
with added resistance against corrosion, scratching, and
damaging UV rays.
The Neptune is also built to impress with the
52″ Fallstone Wall and Greystone River Tile Liner that will
brighten up any backyard.

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

OVAL
15’x 30’

12’x 24’

15’
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ESPRIT

THE BEST WARRANTY
IN THE BUSINESS

MADE IN CANADA

40+ YEARS
IN THE BUSINESS

BEADED
RIVER STONE
LINER

RUGGED TOP
RAIL CAP

LINEAR STEEL
6” TOP RAIL

STEEL 5 1/4” WIDE
VERTICAL POST

52” HEIGHT
PUNKA WALL

2,000+

POOLS INSTALLED

40+

AWARDS RECEIVED

LIMITED WARRANTY (STRUCTURAL)

When you purchase an Above Ground pool, you
can rest assured knowing that you have purchased
a well-made, high quality pool. Our company has
more than four decades of industry experience in
purchasing and installing pools. The manufacturer
pro-rated warranty covers the structure of your
Above Ground pool for a period up to 3 years from
the original purchase date.

INSTALLATION WARRANTY

We offer a dedicated and professional in-house
installation service for our Above Ground pools with
this service, you will receive a one year installation
warranty. This warranty applies from the original
date of purchase and applies to the original owner
only. Restrictions may apply, see your dealer for details.

Summer vacation will never be the same thanks to
the Atlantic Esprit Above Ground swimming pool. This
uniquely designed pool features 5 ¼” steel wall posts
and 6” steel top rails for ultimate strength and durability.

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

12’

OVAL
18’x 33’
12’x 24’

15’x 30’
12’x 18’
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The rugged and durable design is meant to withstand
our harsh Canadian winters with ease to provide you
with years of worry free enjoyment. The Esprit will
become your backyard time capsule where you spend
time with family and friends and watch your children
grow as you create memories that last a lifetime.

LINER WARRANTY INFORMATION
I would like to thank you for your great service
and understanding with regards to all my pool
needs and accessories.
It was a pleasure doing business with you and
your staff, I will be sure to pass on a positive
referral.

JACK

The manufacturer warrants the pool liner be free from
original defects in workmanship and materials, and
not to separate at the seams for as long as the original
purchaser owns the pool. Should an original defect
or seam separation occur, your dealer will rectify the
problem at his/her own cost or at its option offer a
replacement liner in accordance with the current
pro-rated schedules. See your local dealer for details.

EQUIPMENT WARRANTY INFORMATION

Your pool equipment warranty will adhere to that
of the manufacturer’s warranty. This warranty
will cover manufacturing defects and will begin
at the original date of purchase. Warranty may vary
by product. See your local dealer for details.
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B
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A. FABRENE WINTER COVER
4

ROLL-A-GUARD A-FRAME LADDER

The Roll-A-Guard Barrier five-tread ladder allows
you to cover the steps with a flat plastic barrier
preventing entry into the pool using the ladder.

Made from lightweight woven polyethylene fabrics
that offer extremely high tensile strength and tear
resistance.

B. SOLAR BLANKET

With their efficient heating properties solar blankets
can extend the swimming season.

2

4

9
10

3
6

1. CLUB PRO CHEMICALS

Stabilizer 900gm, HTH Chlorine Shock 2x500gm
and King Size Chlorine Pucks 2kg

2. AQUA TROL SALT CHLORINATOR
DROP-IN STEP

This compact four step entry/exit system
lets you maximize your swimming area.
Make entering and exiting your pool a
breeze this season!

Automatic salt chlorinator for pools up to 18,000 gal.

3. HAYWARD SALT & SWIM ABG

Automatic salt chlorinator for pools up to 23,000 gal.
Reduces chlorine costs by 50% or more.

4. HAYWARD CHLORINE FEEDER

The automatic chlorine feeder is large enough to
provide a 3 week supply of stabilized chlorine pucks.

5. SAND OR CARTRIDGE FILTER

Designed to provide the best filtration through
fine silica sand or a single element cartridge.

6. NATURE2 VISION PRO SYSTEM

An all-in-one chlorine and mineral system that
will help keep your pool sparkling clean.

7. MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

Leaf skimmer, backwash hose (50’) + clamp,
combo hooks, thermometer, test strips, vacuum
head (triangle), vacuum pole and wall brush.

8. STARBRIGHT LED LIGHT

This light fits in your return fitting with a remote
control for easy use. Includes 10 colour changing
modes with 7 standard colour options.

9. DOLPHIN E10 ROBOTIC CLEANER

This pool cleaner’s sleek innovative design allows for
maximum maneuvering through your pool allowing
you to enjoy your pool instead of worrying about it.

10. KONTIKI AUTOMATIC POOL CLEANER

This suction cleaner keeps your pool free of dirt and debris,
allowing you more time to enjoy your pool. With only ONE
moving part, it’s easy to maintain, and easy to use.

RAYPAK POOL HEATER

Enjoy a warm and
extended season
of comfortable
swimming and family
fun in your heated
pool.

AVAILABLE IN
TWO STYLES
DECK LADDER

This three step ladder features a bottom
bar and foot pads that provide stability on
the pool floor.
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SURROUND FENCING

Pool surround fencing helps decrease the risk of
unauthorized use of your pool.
*Check your local municipality fencing bylaws for approval.
Drop-in step also shown.

SOLAR COVER REEL

The Solar Cover Reel System is designed to
fit most above ground pools (13’4” – 28’ wide).
Our reel system will make using your solar
cover a breeze.

IN-WALL SKIMMER

The in-wall skimmer will entrap leaves and
other floating debris automatically from your
pool when the filter system is functioning.

CARVIN PUMP

Patented air-cooled heat sink allows pump
to run dry without damage to shaft seal.
Exclusive Ring-Lok Strainer allows “tool free”
access to the strainer basket.

HAYWARD PUMP

This 1HP energy efficient pump has an ergonomic
handle and large pump basket - designed to
provide years of service and worry free operation.

WE KNOW POOLS
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MAKE SURE YOU
GET THE SET YOU WANT!
ORDER EARLY & WE’LL
DELIVER IT WHEN YOUR
POOL IS READY!

DESIGNING YOUR
OUTDOOR SPACE

CHOOSING YOUR

When designing your ideal outdoor retreat we like to start by asking what
your ultimate vision is. Do you like to eat meals outside? Do you entertain
often? If so, how much seating would be reasonable to accommodate your
guests? These questions help us paint a picture of your needs to ensure
you get the set or piece you need to complete your space.

COLOUR

When it comes to colour, we like to ask whether you’re
looking to match a certain colour theme or if you’re
starting from scratch. If you have existing colours in
your yard it helps eliminate/ highlight options right
away. Take a few pictures of your space and have a few

colour and set options in mind to help you narrow
down what you’re looking for. You can easily contact
us in store or online using our ‘Let’s Talk Backyards’
button that will put you in touch with one of our
backyard planning experts!
FEATURED: SAN PAOLO 3-PC SECTIONAL

FEATURED: SUSPENSION
UMBRELLAS (BELOW) &
ST. MARTIN GAZEBO (LEFT)
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SHADE THE HOT AFTERNOON SUN
WITH AN UMBRELLA, GAZEBO OR SAIL

FEATURED: SAN ANDRES
CHAISE LOUNGE IN BLACK &
SOFIANA CHAISE LOUNGE
IN RED

FEATURED: MOON BED

ADD EXTRA SEATING WITH A CHAISE
OR A MOON BED. OUR TOP SELLERS!

DON’T FORGET THE EXTRAS!
ADD A FIRE PIT TO WARM UP
COOL NIGHTS

FEATURED: NAPOLEON
SQUARE FIRE PIT

WE KNOW POOLS
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BOLDT POOLS & SPAS
20 NIHAN DRIVE
ST-CATHARINES, ON
905-934-0937

VISIT US ONLINE AT BOLDTPOOLS.CA

